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The development of a safe, effective and

affordable new medicine is…….

... long (3-15 years)

... complex, and challenging

... extremely costly, and cost-ineffecient

Gupta, The costs of opportunity, 2019 
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High development-failure rates

10.000 compounds 1 drug
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The committee’s assignment:

1: Make an inventory of scientific techniques and 
methods that can contribute to a more efficient 
development of medicines

2: Indicate what is needed to achieve the aims

KNAW question:
How, can academic science help  to enhance efficiency 

of medicine R&D, without compromising on quality, 
safety, efficacy and effectiveness?



Approach of the committee

• Literature and previous reports

• Committee meetings

• Expert-meetings with various stakeholders

➢Truly predictive models

➢Clinical trials in the era of personalized medicines 

➢From development to patient access 

Report illustrated by showcases that highlight what hurdles are expected or 

observed
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Discovery and preclinical R&D (1)
Showcase: why do we need preclinical models?
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Discovery and preclinical R&D (2)
Challenge: The predictive value of our current preclinical models is often too 
limited, to guarantee therapeutic efficacy and safety in human reality

New innovative models (e.g. organoids and 

organs-on-chips) have potential to increase 

predictive value. But, this also requires:

- regulatory adjustments regarding their use 

for predictive safety pharmacology and/or 

disease modelling.

- timely dialogue with regulators
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Showcase: filgotinib

Case underscores the need for preclinical 
models with higher predictive value

And examplifies how evaluations by different 
regulatory agencies can lead to different 
decisions, and how these can impact 
patients 

Discovery and preclinical R&D (3)
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Clinical research and development (1)
New innovations come with new challenges:

• high amount of wasted effort in science

• limitations in the translation of study 

outcomes to clinical practice

• growing fragmentation of patient 

populations.
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Clinical research and development (2)

Science can contribute by focusing on:

• insight into the natural course of disease

• validation of surrogate endpoints

• finding early markers for response to treatment, and prognostic or predictive factors for treatment 

success

• developing methods to measure outcomes as standardised as possible and developing 

mathematical models for data integration

• actively seeking scientific advice from regulators prior to trial design

• improving the usage (and acceptance) of real-world data (RWD)
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Patient access (1)
After approval, a long and difficult pathway to access may exist

Source: Uyl-de Groot et al., Cancers 2020 

The processes for clinical application assessment and 
reimbursement can take a long time and vary greatly between 
countries 
(Recent analysis on 12 Oncology Drugs, after marketing 
authorization in the EU)
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Patient access (2)
Science could help shape the post-marketing landscape by:

• Supporting the development of drug access protocols 

• Evaluating the use and value of post-marketing instruments 

and appropriate use

• Developing new fair-pricing models, which should stimulate 

both accessibility and innovation 

• Modernising public-private partnerships
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Scattered landscape



Preferred situation:
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A look in the academia mirror
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Reflect on the conditions required for drug development within academia:

Focus on education and awareness

• Create an academic BA/MA path for drug development, with interdisciplinary education

• redefine the recognition and reward systems for academics

• bridge the worlds of academia and industry at bio-science parks

• stimulate career paths that transition smoothly between academia to industry and v.v.

• provide professional support in academia, on regulatory affairs  and technology transfer

• embed this within the research and development process, and make it easily accessible to 

researchers and in alignment with socially responsible licensing
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Final recommenation:

Join forces

Set up a national coordinating
expertise centre for drug 
development

• Bring together expertises

• Pro-actively support investigators

• Help find opportunities for funding

research

• TTO

• Legal

• Critical assessment

• Make choices
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Drug Development does not adhere
to Geographical borders so, while
our recommendations focus on the
situation in the Netherlands, they
may also be helpful for the
international community



You can download the English report via:
https://knaw.nl/efficiëntere-ontwikkeling-van-geneesmiddelen

Thank you for your attention


